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Factorial
Factorial is a free online software specially designed for the human resources
management of small and medium companies.
It’s mission is to help human resources offcers manage their teams, automate
the most time consuming tasks and optimize their time when:
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Managing holidays, time off and sick leaves management.



Managing employees documents: contracts, payslips and ID documents.



Improving their employees salary with social benefts.

Factorialhr.com

Our Human Resources Tool
Factorial seeks to solve the day to day problems that can appear in company
when managing their growing staff. The software’s features have been specially
designed to automate the HR department and optimize their time. Always
having in mind smaller companies don’t usually have someone exclusively
dedicated to the human resources tasks, furthermore the person responsible for
that tends to be the CEO or CFO, who are already busy with their own issues.
This HR tool is completely free, no matter how many employees you invite to use
the program. Factorial gets their gain from the social benefts sold to the
companies.
All the information stored in Factorial is private and secure. We meet the highest
security standards and even are HIPAA compliant, the most strict security
standard there is for companies in the USA who deal with confdential and
mediacal data.
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Employee Benefits and Custom Compensation
Benefts are a proven way to improve employee morale, productivity and work
environment as well as decrease absenteeism.
At the moment, Factorial only offers benefts and Custom Compensation plans to
companies based in Spain. Companies can offer their staff goods and services
like Restaurant and Transport cards or even health insurance and, thanks to the
legislation, the employees can enjoy save money without changing their rutine.

Thanks to Factorial’s volume of clients, this frst class services have a lower price
than bought by the companies on their own. Is with these deals with the
providers that Factorial makes their money, not their clients.
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Payroll and Legal Services
In 2018 Factorial has launched a new payroll tool with which the companies can
automate all their payroll management plus their contracts creation process.
At the moment, Factorial Payroll and Legal Services can only be purchased by
companies based in Spain.
With Factorial Payroll, companies can save up to 10 days of work each month. All
notices to the public administration is done automatically and any changes in a
contract, starting or ending date and benefts, will be taken into account
automatically in the employees payslip at the end of the month. Companies and
consultant’s offces will see their communication improved and optimized.
When contracting Legal Services, companies will have Factorial’s help when
dealing with contracts, payroll reviews and social insurances.
This is yet another step to the automation and optimization of all those heavy
tasks that most time take out of the human resources department.
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Clients
Factorial was founded in 2016 willing to be the software reference for the human
resources department of startups and medium companies.
The software is available all around the world, both in Spanish and English, which
gives it international users.
In less than a year, the company has seen its team grow from 3 to 20 people and
their clients number pass the 7000 mark, among them Ulabox, Camaloon and
Glovo.

“Thanks to Factorial team management is easier and Camaloon’s
employees can enjoy beneftss
Mireia Plata - RRHH at Camaloon

Factorials ideal user is any company with employees that wants to automate
tasks and optimize their time. Specially, all those startups and growing
companies that need help with their human resources management; be it
holiday and time off management, payslips or improving their employees salary.

“Factorial let’s me take care of Quipu’s employees with tools at the same
level as those for bigger companies. And for free!s
Roger Dobaño – CEO at Quipu
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Press appearances
Our tool’s advantages and functionalities have peaked the interest of specialized
media and the general press. Factorial has appeared in:

"The HR software of all trendy startups"

"A Barcelona-based startup to watch in 2017 and
beyond"

“Factorial gives SMB's a professional HR software”
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Contact
Àlaba, 61 08005 Barcelona
932 20 59 76
info@factorialhr.com
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